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Architecture

- TYPO3 5.0 will use a Content Repository for data storage
- after evaluation, we decided on the JSR-170 standard
- Reference implementation: Apache Jackrabbit
- as a start, we will use Jackrabbit
- afterwards, we will replace Jackrabbit by our own PHP implementation (phpCR)
Jackrabbit

- is Java-based
- PHP-Java-Bridge needed to run unit tests
- We will recycle these unit tests later for our own implementation to make sure it runs as expected
Installation prerequisites

- PHP 5.2 needed
- for Jackrabbit: JRE / JDK needed
- the PHP-Java-Bridge will be compiled automatically (hopefully ;)

Inspiring people to share
**Automatic installation**

- Follow the instructions at our development website:
  - [http://www.5-0.dev.typo3.org/trac/TYPO3/wiki/QuickInstallation](http://www.5-0.dev.typo3.org/trac/TYPO3/wiki/QuickInstallation)
- Give us feedback!
Thanks for listening

Sebastian Kurfürst <sebastian@typo3.org>
Gimme Five!
The road to TYPO3 5.0 "Phoenix"